System Tests

• New Web Front-End under development
  – Prototypes currently being developed
    • Using “lightweight” J2EE technologies as recommended by Matt and endorsed by SLAC review in November.
    • Aim to combine best features from prototypes
      – Should at least match functionality of old system by mid-January (and surpass it in some areas)
  – Collecting list of feature requests from users
    • Confluence discussion area set up to collect input and comments (also has links to “live” prototypes)
      – http://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/SYSTEST/Home
    • Aim to incrementally improve new system over coming months based on feature requests and feedback
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• Pipeline:
  – Current version working quite reliably
  – A few remaining problems need to be fixed
  – Starting planning for future versions
  – Two day workshop at SLAC next week to discuss future plans for pipeline and data processing
  – Pipeline confluence area set up:
    • http://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/Gino/Home

• Other other:
  – New versions of Jira (3.0) and Confluence (1.3) are installed at SLAC and will be put into production after a little more testing